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Dedication
To K.P.B.

Prologue

he S Class Shuttle burned up as it entered the planet’s
atmosphere that was highly oxidized, the clouds were
gray and thick making navigation almost impossible
as the pilot lost all vision and had to rely on his computer
navigation that seemed to fizzle with static its signal clashing
with interference. He cursed as he struggled to keep the shuttle
on the correct flight path, but it was hard even in the S-Class a
shuttle designed specifically for such a hostile atmosphere.

T

The S represented its design that resembled a scorpion, with its
wings curving inwards at the tips towards the cockpit that had two
glass triangular shields on each side that looked very much like eyes,
its tail curved over its back forming the rear wing and canon.
The ‘Scorpion’ shook about vigorously as the fierce wind blew
against the hull, almost throwing it off course and into the face
of the mountains, not doing many favours for the pilot, Cpt.
Kilmar, who fought with the thrusters and navigation controls
to keep the ‘Scorpion’ in the sky. Within the cargo hold, the
turbulence didn’t seem to upset any of the Blackguard who sat
harnessed within their seats- all fifteen of them held into place
by impact absorbent steel bars that slammed locked against
their black amour, holding them fast. The Ark of Nympthia,
tightly harnessed in place, rested at the far end of the cargo
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hold, a veil of black draped over it.
Heading this mission was Commander Katzura Hiroshi, a tall and
handsome man with shoulder length black hair that he always
had tied back to keep from falling over his eyes. He looked up
and locked eyes with Kayla who sat opposite him and gave her
a wink.
Kayla returned a smile. She tried her best not to though since
she was still upset with him. Ever since Hiroshi became a
Commander, he had less time for her. This mission was their
first time together for quite some time. She even really doubted
they were still a couple. She knew deep down that she loved
him and that he felt the same towards her. But, it just seemed
that every time an attempt was made by either one of them to
spend some time together, something would seem to disrupt
the moment. She felt sometimes as if fate was always getting in
the way, allowing for the love to linger, yet not allow either one
of them to grasp hold long enough to venture forward and see
what could be. ‘Why was that?’ she often asked herself.
Aspen, who sat at the furthest from the front, noticed her
best friend tense up. She knew Kayla never wanted to take this
mission as soon as she heard Hiroshi was in command. But,
orders were orders and a Blackguard never backed down from a
mission, especially when it was a mission as important as this.
“Hey Kayla!” she yelled over the hum of the engines. Kayla
turned her head; she had to lean forward slightly to see over
the impact bar, her chest armor allowed for little movement
in the spot she was in. “Check it out,” Aspen nudged her head
towards the Ark. Beside it, tucked away in the corner, was Riot.
His eyes were dark, obviously in deep hibernation mode.
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Cyber or not I still can’t believe he can shut down and rest
during a drop,” Kayla shouted back. “Makes me so jealous!”
The craft hit an air pocket and dropped like an overloaded elevator
that lost all support cables. Kayla and all onboard gripped their
impact bars, bracing themselves. ‘BOOM!’ The belly buckled as
it cleared the air pocket and once again stabilized. The voice of
the pilot crackled over the speaker. “Sorry about that.” Kilmar
had found a landing zone that was mapped out in the computer
navigation and set a course for it. “How am I supposed to land
on that?” he asked while glancing out the glass shield to a
planet of scorched terrain lava and mountains.
“Problems Kilmar?” Hiroshi’s voice crackled over the transmitter.
Kilmar rolled his eyes. He had never intended anybody to have
heard him. “Uh,” he began while chasing for an explanation.
“No.” He looked at his computer display giving a reading of
oxygen levels and gravity. “Oxygen seems breathable but the
Gravity is kind of light, may want to strap on a weight belt or
two. We have cleared the higher altitude so it’s going to be
smooth here on in. Touchdown in three seconds, Captain out.”
“Copy.” replied Hiroshi as he released his restraints and gave the
order to his squad. “We have the all clear, arm up, and weigh
up. Kayla!” Hiroshi called. She turned to face him. “I want Riot
fully armed and ready he is the first one out on touch down.”
Kayla nodded before making her way to her pet. She kneeled
beside him and stroked him on the head. “Time to wake up,
kitty.” she said soothingly. With a flash of yellow from his eyes he
came out of hibernation, raised his head, and growled softly.
With an increase of the thrusts the craft flew towards the peak
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of the mountain. For a time the glass shield framed only the
mountain wall as it climbed altitude, then as it cleared an image
of a man appeared standing at the ledge his robes and long hair
fluttering wildly around him, they had found Firestorm. Kilmar
surveyed the surface and cursed when he found it impossible
to land upon. The wind blew a gale fighting against him as he
tried to keep the craft stabile.
“We have a visual Commander, but no drop zone.”
Hiroshi cursed, “Damn it!”
“Problems, Commander?” asked Kayla. She did not get an
answer.
The exhausts spun horizontal slowing the ‘Scorpion’ to a hover
a few meters from the surface. With a WHINE the hydraulics
lowered the cargo-boarding ramp followed by a THUD as hit
the surface lifting a dust of loose soil. Riot appeared at the top of
the ramp, and slowly he edged his way forward down the ramp
towards the surface. His weapons armed and at the ready.
The ground was hard beneath his metal paws but his senses
indicated that it did not contain any form of contaminates. Kayla
voiced over his internal intercom, his ears pricked to attention as
he listened. “Got it all secured out there Riot?” she asked. Riot
turned his head as he looked up the ramp to where she stood
and growled an affirmative. She smiled then turned towards
Hiroshi “Where good to go Commander.”
“Good,” he replied as he walked passed her down the ramp.
“So, we got any ideas on where Firestorm may be, Commander?”
asked Aspen.
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Hiroshi raised his hand pointing his finger towards the top of
the mountain that rested before them. “Yep we got him. Right
up there.”
“He has to be kidding,” complained Sveren to Berrai as they
stepped foot of the ramp. They were the muscle of the team
and the only two that could take the weight of the Ark, which,
as a matter of fact, upon this world of light gravity, would not
be such a straining task.
“We don’t have time to complain. Get your muscle working on
the Ark. Time is short,” Hiroshi ordered.
Sveren and Berrai stepped back into the cargo hold loosened
the straps that held the Ark in place, and raised it to rest upon
their shoulders.
Kayla had wondered away from her team her curiosity getting
the better of her as she wanted to take a closer look at her
surroundings. There was nothing much to see. Beyond the dunes
that rose as a tide over the wasteland giving cover to a nearing
threat that had been on their tales ever since breaking through
the atmosphere. They were the Kaijto, a creature no more than
one foot tall, with big black eyes and a protruding jaw filled
with fangs. A Scout chattered excitedly as it saw the ark rest
upon the shoulders of the Blackguard. It turned on the spot and
dashed towards the pack leader. Its short arms fl ailed about as
it began to describe its sighting. The pack leader pleased with
the find flicked a switch upon its wristband he contacted the
Emperor. The Emperor stood by the window archway. He could
sense something was wrong; the clouds above roared viciously
this day, the lightning that struck had hit the towers on multiple
occasions. An act of anger that only displayed itself as a warning
when the Darkness was approaching.

one
he glided through the darkness, a sheer technological
predator. Her iron structure, once welded strong, was
now rusted. Her blast-proof armor, now torn and dented,
was no longer impenetrable; no longer could it deflect artillery
as her days of battle drew slowly to close. She glided toward
her last stand with courage, sworn to fight to the death and
die if need be, all in the name of the new super power of
earth, the Ministry of Vloram, a body of twelve members – the
remnants of; the old and now banished presidential reign that
had once gripped the earthly population, twelve of the most
megalomaniacal and sadistic minds hell bent on becoming the
be all and end all of all life forms.
They had once been the secretaries of defense, and War
Game Consultants. That was well before they over threw the
United Nations. It was then that they had formed the Ministry.
She had been christened ‘War Child’, and she was at present
the most powerful Super Carrier of the fleet. But she had seen
better times, fought many greater battles and brought the
Ministry many victories. But that was before this day, before she
was ambushed and had her internal nuclear core melted into
scrap metal. All it would take now was one more direct blast
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from the attacking Crystal Destroyer to take out the battery
generators, crippling her.
Within the war room, nerves and tempers were close to
breaking point as Zelei, the Admiral on board ‘War Child’, stood
his ground with his semiautomatics clenched tightly in his
gloved hands. His cap, worn low on his forehead, cast his dark
eyes in shadow. His red-lined, gray cape, adorned with medals
and old rust-colored stains of enemy blood, sat heavily upon his
shoulders. Zelei stood amidst the ghostly holographic images
of the grotesque Regavron, six of them in total, “Enough of this
sickening display,” roared a grotesque Regavron. He held the
rank of chamberlain and was indeed the highest in command of
this particular pack. “Decrease your aggression!” he snarled.
Zelei firmly stood his ground; he did not move as the
chamberlain and his cleric moved about him angrily, hunched
low and menacingly, wanting to lunge at him, devour him. Zelei
gritted his teeth, barely able to control his rage. For three hours
‘War Child’ had been in battle against the Crystal Destroyer, and
he had helplessly witnessed the destruction of his entire fleet.
“Decrease my aggression! My aggression!” he bellowed.
“For the Ministry of Vloram I will fight to the death! I will never
surrender! You want war, Regavron?”
“War!” the chamberlain roared in return, followed by his
cleric. “I want Firestorm!”
Zelei’s eyes changed to black, as the awful realization dawned
on him. ‘Firestorm!’ He was at war for the capture of one being
on board his carrier, a Blackguard. His fingers pulled hard upon
the trigger of both semiautomatic cannons and blasted the
holograms; his fingers stayed on the triggers until the depleted
cartridges fell to the floor and the barrels burned red.
“You want Firestorm, Regavron!” he snarled. “The Blackguard
belongs to the Ministry now.” The growls from the Regavron
surrounded Zelei as his words cut through them. “If you were
not so anxious and reckless, the Blackguard would be in your
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claws now rather than the Ministry’s. Your barbaric and alien
ways have led to your demise. You will not win this war.”
The dark, silent void of space was once again awoken and set
ablaze by another supernova blast from the Crystal Destroyer
as it rained its immense artillery upon ‘War Child’s’ hull. Sirens
wailed and emergency lights flickered on the flight deck a midst
exploding fuel tanks.
Zelei groaned as he watched all this from the viewing deck,
through the glass shield which was now so cracked that it was
at the point of shattering. He realized now that his words, just
moments earlier, had only fuelled the rage of the Regavron.
He stood motionless, even while his vessel received another
direct hit; his eyes were fixed upon the light show as his fighters
engaged at full throttle, guns blazing. It was then that the
realization hit him: he had been engaged in war for over three
hours; he was running low on ammunition; his fuel supplies
were almost depleted or most likely destroyed; and his fleet of
nine ammunition ships, two fuel and two gunships had been
reduced to one gunship alone.
“This is suicide,” he said to himself as the sickening realization
of so much loss gripped his stomach.
From behind him, a figure emerged soundlessly from the
shadows. This was Ballack, a powerful shaman.
“Do not allow the burden of loss to dampen your desire.
Your fleet has perished with honor.” Ballack spoke inspiringly.
“Your soldiers have fought bravely and have fulfilled their
destiny as was chosen for them by the Ministry.”
“Am I to suffer the same fate?” Zelei asked quietly.
“Your death this day has not been written; your spirit is not
yet ready for such an honour. The destiny chosen for you will
follow another plan,” answered Ballack, just as another explosion
ignited the dark void of space followed by a fireball as the last of
the gunships was destroyed.
“Tell me, Ballack, Firestorm is encased within a vault whose
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walls are six inches of iron. How is it the Regavron have been
able to sense his presence?”
“We have misjudged this alien race. They seem more closely
connected to the Blackguard than we have been led to believe.
The Chronicles of Nympthia tell that the Blackguard and the
Regavron have been at war since the beginning of all creation
and were born from the same world.”
Zelei rolled his eyes, as it had been the Blackguard who’d
been responsible for his current circumstances in the first
place. The Blackguard, were referred to in the Chronicles as
the Guardians of All Creation both Good and Evil. ‘Good and
evil,’ Zelei thought over and over again. ‘Whose side was the
Blackguard on any way?’
“And why the hell isn’t Firestorm protecting my fleet?” he
asked aloud, unaware that he had voiced his thoughts.

Another blast hit the hull; this time, it did not penetrate the
steel flesh. Its target had been the battery generator. With a sonic
boom, the batteries exploded, cutting all power throughout
the super carrier. For a moment, other than the flames lashing
out from the breached steel, the carrier was deceased, a metal
coffin for all those on board; but it was only for a moment while
the backup power initiated. Out of the darkness came a swarm
of space modified FA/22 Raptors flying at top speed, unloading
their rounds of ammunition upon the Crystal Destroyer, but it
was to no effect.
The pilot, a Zelithian by origin, as were all those who flew
the FA/22’s, broke formation. Alarms were sounding within his
cockpit. He tapped the fuel indicator with his paw, hoping that
it was faulty; no such luck. He shook his head, annoyed, and
growled in anger baring his carnivore’s teeth behind his visor.
They were ugly looking creatures actually, with squashed noses,
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large pointed ears and course brown fur. But they knew how
to fly and demonstrated a Kamikaze spirit if called upon. The
Zelithian pushed the throttle to full. The jet exhausts lit with a
stream of flame as the afterburners ignited. He pulled hard on
the control stick. The FA/22 climbed, completed its turn and
dived toward the awaiting airstrip; it rocked and shuddered as
the afterburners extinguished one by one. The pilot roared in
anger and frustration as he struggled to lower the unresponsive
landing gear; nothing was functional at this point; his entire
craft was off line. He smashed his clenched paws against the
dash and, to his surprise; the displays once again came to life.
With only fifty feet left to go, the reserve tank re-ignited the
exhausts, the craft immediately corrected itself and launched
toward the carrier, catching the arresting wire that brought the
craft to a complete standstill. Ground crew guided him to the
shoulder for refueling and ammunition.

Zelei sank into his throne. How he wished for the Regavron’s
demise at this point, so vile they were, and yet here they were one
ship against many and not one scratch could he see upon their
Destroyer wrapped in its crystal flesh, not one smoke screen,
not even a dent. “It is time I prepared the marines for boarding.
I may not be able to injure the Regavron while they are on their
own Destroyer, but once they board ‘War Child’….”
Allow me to arm the Hell-Fire.” Encouraged Ballack.
‘The Hell-Fire.’ Zelei had forgotten all about that weapon and
for good reason. Every attempt he’d ever made to fire its immense
blast had achieved nothing more than a depletion of the Carrier’s
battery generators. Now the generators were destroyed.
“What if you are wrong and he escapes? I have better odds
against the Crystal Destroyer than a cursed Blackguard.”
“I assure you Admiral Zelei, Firestorm shell stay contained.”
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“Let’s blow these savages to hell.”

The emergency power supply was far too inadequate to
power the lifts, forcing Zelei and Ballack to use the stair well to the
cell block. It was not the most accessible area as the steel sheets
lining the ceiling had fallen or been bent out of shape leaving a
path of sharp and dangerous edges amongst dangling cables
that occasionally sparked with the little amount of electrical
current still running through them.
The cell block, like the rest of the levels, was illuminated
with the dim, red back up lights. The vault rested in the centre
between two rows of cells, each cell holding a prisoner.
Zelei walked to the vault. He slid open the hatch that
released a window into the inside. In the inner darkness only a
very faint silhouette indicated the presence of someone within
the confined space. “It has been some time since you last visited
me in the vault,” spoke Firestorm, his voice deep and rich.
“How …. thoughtful of you, Admiral, to come and check on
my well being, especially during such desperate times as the
present.” Zelei could sense rather than see the mocking smirk
on Firestorm’s face. “Tell me, Zelei, how are my children? I have
tried to speak to them but have not received a reply. Could it
be that you have gone back on your word and executed them?
I hope for your sake you have not.”
Zelei grimaced. He did not appreciate having to deal with
such a being, not one as powerful as Firestorm, especially not
since he had learned that Firestorm had been cursed by the
Demon Angels of Vengeance. The curse had played its part in
making possible the capture of Firestorm, but it also made him
unreasonable and unpredictable. “Your children are kept well
confined within their cells.”
Each cell held a prisoner referred to by Firestorm as a child.
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But they were not children in the accepted sense- they were
apprentices of Firestorm, mercenaries all cursed the same as
he, their minds filled with madness and rage. Zelei did not fully
know or understand how the Blackguard had come to be cursed,
but he did learn after much interrogation, that it had involved a
conflict with the Regavron on their home turf of Arganaou.
“You are very clever for such a primitive being, Zelei. But
you cannot keep me in here forever.”
“That is the Ministry of Vloram’s problem, not mine.”
“I see. Then tell me, Zelei, how are you faring with the
Regavron? Not well, I sense.”
Zelei paused for a moment. Indeed, his intention was to
obtain assistants from Firestorm, but now that he stood before
him, he was overcoming by doubts. Firestorm had known the
entire time that the Regavron had pursued them, yet had never
said a word. “You knew the entire time that we were being
followed?” he asked.
“You may be surprised by the connection we have. I may
not be able to use my powers beyond the walls you placed
around me, but the alien race you battle have their means. I
can hear them at this present moment, roaring their chants
in anticipation of the forthcoming bloodbath once they board
‘War Child’.”
“And you said nothing this entire time!” Zelei roared.”
My men have died for nothing!” He was outraged, furious for
sustaining such a loss.
“Your men died for my freedom.” Firestorm’s words were
sharp and cold as he stepped forward from the shadow into the
dim red light that illuminated from the vaults ceiling. He stood
six feet tall and had a long black beard with long black hair, his
eyes red.
“Your freedom! You have no freedom! Your freedom was
forfeited once you came into my custody… Shaman!” Zelei
turned to face Ballack who stood behind him. “I want the Hell-
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fire armed and ready. I don’t care how you do it!”
“It would be my pleasure,” Ballack bowed as Zelei stormed
out of the cell block. He was angry, angry at the fact that
Firestorm had used him this entire time, and used ‘War Child’
as a means to serve his own purpose
Ballack approached the vault and locked eyes with Firestorm.
It was a standoff: a shaman against a blackguard. If Firestorm
were not inside the vault, then the odds of Ballack surviving
would be very slim. But under the current circumstance Ballack
would have free reign to cast what magic he wished without
repercussions what so ever. But then again, that was his plan of
attack to goad Firestorm into pure rage and for him to extract
all his force; the vault would contain his energy until it was time
for the Hell-Fire to be fired. Then the trapped energy would
be fed into the battery generators and power the destructive
weapon. But there would only be enough for one blast. So Zelei
had best be on target!
Marines moved down the corridor, the clatter of boots
striking the grilled corridor floor and clatter of armor echoing. A
gloved hand activated the cell block door with a swipe card; with
a pneumatic hiss, it slid slowly open. The marines moved in.
The Squad leader, Sergeant Stone, spoke up. “Watch your
ears, Marines,” he said, as he signaled them all into position.
“C’mon, c’mon, c’mon, fall into positions,” he urged them as
they scattered around the vault. “Yeah, now, that is how it’s
done,” he encouraged.
A sound came from the cells around the perimeter, it was a
whisper followed by laughter.
“You hear that?” asked marine gunman, Trucker. Trucker was
a big man who carried a big gauntlet gun that he harnessed to
his right arm. It was a heavy weapon, not the commonly used
hand-held weapons as it belonged to a Sea Harrier. But Trucker
had a solid build and while this weapon would look ridiculous
on any of the other marines, on him it seemed appropriate.
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“The voices of the Cursed.” responded Ballack.
Stone moved slowly around the perimeter, keeping a close
eye on the cell doors and hinges.
Another sound came from the cells, a quiet tap on the inner
doors that insinuated itself around all twelve cells. Then, silence
for a moment before a whispered chant began: “Let me out,
let me out, let the children come out.” the words were chanted
childishly with no aggression at all.
“Let me out, let me out. I won’t hurt you. Please let me
out.” the voices tried to penetrate the thoughts of the marines
to gain control of the mind and place the host into a state of
hypnosis. Private Brawl, who stood nearest to a cell, shook his
head. He hit his helmet with his gloved hand to clear his mind
of the persistent chanting.
Stone noticed that Brawl was taking most of the effect. “Hey,
Brawl,” he called. “You alright there Private?” brawl raised his
thumb. “Hate to have you lose your mind,” said Stone and with
good reason, since Brawl was the squad’s demolition expert. He
was the shortest of the team marines but, like them all, he was
well built carrying both muscle and a heavy load of grenades and
TNT. If ever something needed blowing up, then he was the man
to do the job. There was nothing that he couldn’t’t destroy.
Brawl shook his head vigorously, it was apparent that the
Children’s voices were affecting him. His nose began to bleed
behind the visor. He tapped on the visor to get to the bleed
with his finger. Accidentally, he flicked the release switch on the
side of his helmet and his visor slid open.
“Brawl, your visor!” shouted Stone. But it was too late.
The children had found an entry point and used it to enter
their host.
Brawl’s pulse began to quicken; sweat quickly gathered on his
brow and face as the voices taunted him; this time though, they
no longer chanted, were no longer soft and caressing. “Open
the vault! Do it! Do it NOW! Set our master free!” Over and
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over again, the voices continued to pressure him. Unwittingly,
his body began to obey; then, he blinked for the last time and
fell into total darkness.
When he finally opened his eyes, Brawl found himself no
longer in the cell block. He was alone in total darkness. Then
came light, and the children surrounded him, but, strangely, he
was not afraid; they were only children, no older than thirteen.
“What is this place?” he asked.
“You are in a state of nirvana; don’t be afraid,” they replied
as one voice.
“I am not afraid. As a matter of fact, I feel complete serenity.
But, tell me, where are the others? The marines, what happened
to them?”
“They were all lost in the darkness; only you survived. They
were weak and vulnerable, unlike yourself, who is so strong in
mind and body.” they answered in unison.
“I see.” he didn’t’t really, but the serenity that filled him
took away all fear or concern. “So tell me, what you want from
me then?” he asked.
They all pointed. “Open the vault!”
Brawl looked around. “I don’t see the vault,” he replied after
moments of searching in the darkness for it. Then, it appeared
before him; he stared at it while the chanting resumed. “Open
the vault. Open in it now! Set our master free.” Under the spell
of the children’s voices, Brawl obeyed and approached the
vault. He began to unclip the various bits of ammunition he
had strapped to himself and began to assemble a detonator.
“Brawl!” came a fierce yell, followed by a hit to the side of
the face from the barrel of Trucker’s gauntlet gun. Brawl was
sent to the floor, he shook his head clearing the shock, blinked a
few times as he came to and found his team surrounding him.
Then the detonator exploded. But it did not have a chance
to destroy all the locks as intended. The blast that should have
blown most of the door apart was intercepted by Ballack who
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cast a spell around the detonator containing the blast with
a magical shield. As the flame and smoke dispersed, Ballack
broke the spell. A hole the size of a fist had burned straight
through the door.
“Damn, Brawl,” Stone began.
Brawl looked up at his Superior “Sorry Sergeant, I lost all
control of what I was doing,” he apologised, tentatively feeling
his jaw and cheek as he got to his feet.
Firestorm found the entire performance quite amusing.
“So you are a shaman, I thought you were all extinct.” Spat
Firestorm.
“I have duelled my share of Shaman in my years. But never
a Blackguard.
You Firestorm are too be my first. So secretive is your race.
So misunderstood.
What a shame such a powerful force such as yourself has
succumbed to the curse.
When we know nothing of you, nothing other than the tales
past on. The Blackguard In my years of youth were visualized
as being Angelic, a radiant light of warmth that shone down
during times of despair. That, I now realize was nothing more
than a false lie.”Ballack cast a second spell. He raised his hands,
palms outwards, towards the vault, releasing a black vapor that
twisted and snaked like a living thing.
“What are you doing?” asked Firestorm, a hint of concern in
his voice. “A binding spell is useless. I am already confined.”
The black vapor swirled around the vault. At first it appeared
harmless, but then ghostly apparitions appeared from within.
Haunting faces at first, they screamed out at Firestorm as they
circled the vault. Then their arms began to stretch out towards
him, long black arms of burnt flesh and nails long enough to be
mistaken for claws, the hands reached into the vault. Then the
faces began to reveal themselves from the darkness, their large
round eyes burning with rage, their mouths filled with decayed
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teeth opened, wanting to snap shut and tear through his flesh.
All the while their hands wrapped around his arms and legs,
the claws stabbed into flesh, the blood that flowed was red but
also laced with sparkling granules of crystal. The apparitions
began to suck in the crystallized pigments. Firestorm began to
panic, as the crystal in his blood was his essence, the source of
his power and now it was being devoured. “What is this … this
sorcery?” he choked.
“As I said earlier, I know the Blackguards’ weakness. It is the
crystals of Nympthia in your blood that makes you so powerful,
Firestorm’s eyes burned with increasing rage. “Weak am
I!” he rumbled. Then with a might roar he summoned all his
remaining strength. Within his hands, strands of electricity
pulsated. He broke the contact of the bonding energy and aimed
his hands at the walls of the vault. A bolt of electricity harnessed
itself to the iron cell. Within moments the entire vault was alive
with pulsating electricity. The apparitions released their hold
and screamed in terror as Firestorm burned them away from his
body. But they did not flee without a final attempt to cling to
him as they lashed out with their teeth and claws.

Out in the cold of space, the Super Carrier flickered with
an electrical pulse as all its electronics were going haywire and
malfunctioning.
Admiral Zelei stood on the bridge. A voice carried from below.
“Admiral,” spoke the voice. “The Hell-Fire is ready for assault.”
Zelei clenched his fists and hoped that ‘War Child’ would
hold together. “Fire on my mark,” he commanded as he exhaled
slowly. “Fire!”
The heat of the vault reached melting point as the iron
glowed red hot. Firestorm gritted his teeth, fighting the urge
to release all his strength, but the temptation was too great; his
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beard caught flame as did his robes. He raised his hands and
placed his fingers on the red-hot ceiling; instantly they fused,
and he greedily began to drain all the energy from outside.
From the helm, a blast shot out toward the Crystal Destroyer;
the impact was all but catastrophic as Zelei had hoped, but it
was a direct hit and enough to induce the Regavron to leave in
a hurry. With a bright flash, the Crystal Destroyer activated its
hyper drive and vanished.
‘War Child’ had been spared. But they were far from earth
and it would not be too long before the emergency power
supply would also give out, leaving them without navigation
and, most importantly, air to breathe. Zelei pondered over
many different possible scenarios and courses of action. Then
it came to him: the only possibility. He called to the officer on
the deck.
The officer immediately approached and stood before Zelei
at attention. “Yes, Admiral.”
“I want you to send as many Recon-Ravens as possible. I
want to know our location and whether any populated solar
system exists in this part of the galaxy.”
“Yes, Admiral;” replied the officer, then briskly departed to
fulfil the command.
Out in the cold of space, a section of runaway slid open as a
platform rose from a lower deck. Upon it rested five Ravens, all
motionless upon the platform, their chrome bodies reflecting
the flickering lights around them, their wings folded by their
sides, their heads pointed down. With a ‘CLUNK’ the platform
came level with the runway, and the Raven’s awoke, their
eyes igniting red as their onboard surveillance systems were
activated. Then, one by one, they extended their metal wings
and raised their heads. With a burst of their jets, they took off
one by one.
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The Hell-Fire had perhaps fired for the last time, but
the intensity of the blast had surely been felt by the Crystal
Destroyer, as well as those within it. Deep within, tempers flared
as the chamber echoed with the roars of the Cleric, each of
them snarling and taunting each other until the weakest would
back down and be set upon and killed. This was the way of the
Regavron; there was no room for weakness. Only the strong
survive within this wicked race.
The Cleric were best known for this act of intimidation; it
was their way of fitting into their society. But, on this day, their
numbers were greatly depleted; many thousands had been
annihilated; only those aboard the destroyer survived. They
had found their weakest member; he was the youngest in the
pack and had not yet grown to his full height or strength. He
backed into the wall as the Cleric descended upon him, his jaws
snapped as one of them tried to take a swipe at him. He knew
he could not win this assault but refused to go down easily;
with a lash of his tail, he collected the nearest Cleric on his left
and sent him hard against the floor. He was quickly back on his
feet and was just about to pounce and devour, when suddenly
the familiar sound of authority froze him mid attack.
“TAP-TAP-TAP” sounded over their rage as the Emperor’s
claw tapped against his throne’s armrest.
The General made his way through the pack to the Emperor
and stood before him. “The Cleric are angry, my lord. They
forget that we are all that is left of our breed. Forgive them, my
lord,” he begged as he bowed his head.
The Emperor remained silent and continued to stare coldly
at his minions before him. He understood their rage and
anger. He too wanted to kill to satisfy his growing hatred, but
turning upon them was not the answer. Not when now they
were so few. ‘Firestorm’ the name pulsated in his mind; he
was responsible for all this. “So, it is forgiveness you seek?” he
finally spoke as he stood and looked down upon his minions.
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The entire Cleric focused intently upon their emperor, “They
took us by surprise. But not by their own strength alone.” he
slammed his staff onto the ground. The crystal on the stem
shattered into tiny fragments, releasing a purple vapor, which
rapidly filled the chamber.
Within the vapor, a large apparition appeared of a planet rich
in colour from both soil and cloud, it was planet Carriliean.
“We must take back what was ours.” he walked clear
of the vapour and took centre stage. He took a breath; he
could feel the excitement around him. “The one who posses
the sacred crystals of Nympthia is the one who controls the
Darkness. This is the day the Ecliptic War begins. A time when
the Blackguard will fall and the regavron rise to victory!”
The chamber erupted as the Regavron roared their
excitement. The anger and hostility of witnessing their world
crumble had subsided. They were going to war.
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